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Background

● “AMR [antimicrobial resistance] already causes 700,000 deaths [per] year. It is estimated that 10 
million deaths due to AMR will occur every year after 2050,” which would exceed that of cancer 
(Tagliabue & Rappuoli, 2018). 

● Clostridioides difficile, otherwise known as C. diff, qualifies as an urgent antimicrobial resistance 
threat (CDC, 2019). It is a common nosocomial (emerging from a hospital) infection, and it has 
evolved resistance to the standard antibiotics vancomycin and fidaxomicin. C. diff is particularly 
dangerous because it causes “life-threatening diarrhea and colitis (an inflammation of the colon),” 
resulting in half a million infections and nearly 13,000 deaths per year (CDC, 2021). 

● C. diff has an alarmingly high mortality rate in the elderly: 1 out of every 11 people age 65+ die from 
healthcare-associated infections within 1 month. It is also a strongly recurring disease, meaning it 
will recur in 1 out of 6 patients within a 2 month timeframe (CDC, 2021). 

● Zinc metalloprotease, Zmp1, “is able to degrade fibrinogen and fibronectin in vitro” and “destabilizes 
the fibronectin network produced by human fibroblasts” (Cafardi et al., 2013). Both fibrinogen and 
fibronectin are proteins that play important roles in connective tissue repair. 

C. diff Image Courtesy of CDC



Research Question

● Previous research has been done regarding notable mutations and variations in the NIH database, 
including large-scale annotations of the C. diff genome. 

● However, our research targets a specific metalloprotease. Metalloproteases are very novel and 
promising as current topics for research. 

● Purpose: To aid in understanding antibiotic resistance we study Clostridioides difficile protein 
mutations using all the available NCBI deposited sequences. This approach allowed us to elucidate 
places in the zinc metalloprotease (Zmp1) protein under highest mutational burden. This study 
contributes to our growing understanding of how microorganisms grow and evolve in the context of 
modern antibiotic use. 

● Research Question: In what major ways do the Zmp1 protein sequences of antibiotic resistant C. 
diff differ from those of non-resistant strains? 

● Hypothesis: The active sites (the amino acids that bind to the zinc cation) in the Zmp1 protein 
should be well preserved, with most of the mutations occurring in other more variable regions. 



Methodology

● NCBI BLAST - We took the Zmp1 reference sequence and inputted it into the database to search 
for other similar Zmp1 protein sequences, obtaining 138 matches, of which 93 were usable. 

● Clustal Omega - Next, we used those 93 Zmp1 sequences in a multiple sequence alignment. 
● Python and Google Sheets - My research mentor, Jacob Anderson, wrote a Python program to 

count the number of appearances of each amino acid at each position in the protein. We recorded 
this data and performed statistical analysis in Google Sheets. 

● Jalview - A great software to view the alignment results and highlight mutations. 
● ChimeraX - Finally, we used this protein visualization software to locate the molecular positions of 

these mutations and generate some figures. 

● The main variable was testing for conservation. We wanted to compare which regions of the Zmp1 
protein were most heavily mutated vs. which regions were most well conserved. 

● The official NIH C. diff Zmp1 reference sequence served as the control. 
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Results

Notable mutations near the active site: 

Position 178: Y (Tyrosine) → F (Phenylalanine) x5

Position 183: P (Proline) → A (Alanine) x3

Position 184: E (Glutamic acid) → A (Alanine) x2 & K (Lysine) x2 Figure 1: Barchart showing relative mutation 
frequency by position. 

Table 1: Data on amino acid position (left), data for the barchart (right) 



Results (Continued)

Conservation results of the Zmp1 protein: 

Figure 3: A molecular/atomic model of the 
protein showing surfaces, from 
ChimeraX. 

Figure 2: A built-in program of ChimeraX that 
measures conservation, courtesy of Pei and 
Grishin. 

Figure 4: The conservation levels and molecular 
structures of three amino acid mutations near 
the active site, from ChimeraX. 



Interpretation of Results

● Mutations in the protein’s active site may result in its loss of 
function. As expected, most of the protein’s active site was well 
preserved (maroon color), and most of the conservation loss 
(white and cyan) was in lesser important regions of the protein. 

● However, we observed some surprisingly low conservation 
results in the zinc binding site. I’ve chosen to focus on three 
amino acid positions shown in Figure 4. 

● Position 178: There were 5 instances of Phenylalanine 
replacing Tyrosine. 

○ Not super surprising given that both Tyrosine and 
Phenylalanine have similar molecular structures that 
allow for Cation-Pi interaction: the hexagonal carbon ring 
and the big pi-bond helps hold the zinc in place. 

Image credit: Technology 
Networks 

Figure 4 (zoomed in): Tyrosine 
178, Proline 183, and Glutamic 
acid 184 mutations near the active 
site, from ChimeraX. 



Interpretation of Results (Continued)

● Position 183: Alanine replaced Proline in 3 sequences. 
○ Proline has a pentagonal ring while Alanine does not. Proline’s pentagonal ring often breaks 

alpha helices whereas Alanine does not. In the Zmp1 protein, Proline does break the alpha 
helix near the active site. As a mutation, Alanine might extend the alpha helix, changing the 
active site’s geometry. 

● Position 184: Alanine and Lysine each appeared in lieu of Glutamic Acid twice. 
○ Glutamic Acid to Alanine is interesting, as Glutamic Acid has a longer side chain with 

negatively charged oxygens at the end. 
○ Glutamic Acid to Lysine is especially interesting because their side chains have completely 

different charges. Glutamic Acid has negatively-charged oxygens at the end, whereas Lysine 
has a positively-charged NH3. 

○ This is the only amino acid position near the active site that has cyan coloring (poor 
conservation) 

● Each of these mutations have happened multiple times (occurred in multiple different samples), so 
they are likely not flukes. Some of these mutations may affect chemical properties/function. 



Conclusions

● Research question: 
○ While it is difficult to tell which mutations may aid in antibiotic resistance and which may not, 

we have found significant occurrences of amino acid differences in the binding site of Zmp1. 
● Hypothesis: 

○ The results mostly supported my hypothesis, showing that the active site in the zinc 
metalloprotease protein was well preserved. However, a few of the mutations in the zinc 
binding site were unexpected and prompt further investigation. 

● Limitations:
○ For this project, we were limited to a sample of 93 Zmp1 proteins. We originally wanted to 

conduct multiple sequence alignment on 15,000 whole genomes of C. diff bacteria, but many 
free softwares didn’t have the available capacity. 

○ This protein is just one snapshot of the vast number of possibilities in which C. diff bacteria 
may be evolving resistance. Our results from Zmp1 do not factor in properties or interactions 
from other C. diff proteins. 



Conclusions (Continued)

● Applications and future directions: 
○ Would mutations in the binding site allow C. diff to bind metals other than zinc? 

■ In the future, we could conduct an experiment in the wet lab to test other metals for 
binding to Zmp1 and explore how that affects the enzyme’s function. 

○ We could also test specific virulent strains of C. diff on human intestinal microvascular 
endothelial cells in a petri dish to determine which characteristics render it most potent. 

○ We didn’t have the time or resources to follow up on our mutations to study their functional 
impact on the Zmp1 enzyme. This would require a Zmp1 assay to be provided, which could be 
a future application of this project. 
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● NCBI BLAST - Inputted the Zmp1 reference sequence into the database 
to search for other similar Zmp1 protein sequences. 

● Clustal Omega - Conducted multiple sequence alignment using those 
sequences. 

● Python and Google Sheets - Used a Python script to count the number 
of amino acids at each position, recorded this data and performed 
statistical analysis in Google Sheets. 

● Jalview - View the alignment results and highlight mutations. 
● ChimeraX - Visualize the protein structure to locate the molecular 
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● Purpose: To aid in understanding antibiotic resistance we study 
Clostridioides difficile protein mutations using all the available NCBI 
deposited sequences. This approach allowed us to elucidate places in the 
zinc metalloprotease (Zmp1) protein under highest mutational burden. This 
study contributes to our growing understanding of how microorganisms grow 
and evolve in the context of modern antibiotic use. 

● Research Question: In what major ways do the Zmp1 protein sequences of 
antibiotic resistant C. diff differ from those of non-resistant strains? 

● Hypothesis: The active sites (the amino acids that bind to the zinc cation) in 
the Zmp1 protein should be well preserved, with most of the mutations 
occurring in other more variable regions. 

Notable mutations near active site: 
● Position 178: Tyr → Phe x5
● Position 183: Pro → Ala x3
● Position 184: Glu → Ala x2 & Lys x2

ChimeraX figure showing 
levels of conservation (cyan = 
lowest, maroon = highest)

ChimeraX figure showing 
the positions of mutations 
near the zinc binding site 

● The results mostly support the hypothesis, 
indicating that the active site in the Zmp1 
protein was mostly well conserved. However, a 
few mutations in the zinc binding site were 
unexpected and had significant differences in 
amino acid structure. 

● The Glutamic acid to lysine mutation is 
interesting because their side chains have 
completely different charges. Glutamic acid has 
negatively-charged oxygens, whereas lysine 
has a positively-charged NH3. 


